
Bubbles     8.8.19 
Duty Six: Tawny 

 

Approx 

Time 

Activity Description Equipment Required 

5:00 Inspection: Fur and Fangs 

Grand Howl 

 

5:05 *Stamp It Out 

Each Cub has an inflated balloon tied to their ankle with wool. Aim to 

stamp and pop everyone else’s balloon without yours getting popped. 

One inflated balloon 

per Cub, wool 

5:15 Balloon Balance Relay 
In relay teams. First person in each team balances the smaller balloon on 

top of the larger balloon. All the way to the end of the hall. If it touches 

the ground they must start again. Once they reach the other side they can 

grab both balloons and run back to their team for the next Cub to have 

their turn. 

Two inflated balloons 

per team, one smaller 

than the other. 

5:25 Bubble Pop Freeze Dance 

Play music for Cubs to dance around to. Blow bubbles which are allowed 

to be popped while the music is playing. As soon as the music stops 

everyone has to freeze – no bubble popping! If you move, you’re out. 

Bubble mix, music 

5:35 No Hands Allowed 
Bubbles blown all around hall. Cubs have to try and pop them without 

using their hands. 

Bubble mix  

5:40 *Bubble Exploration 
Cubs use various utensils to find best bubble blowing devices. Have a 

personal best competition for longest bubble, biggest bubble, bubble that 

takes the longest to pop etc. Can you blow a bubble using your hands? 

Kitchen utensils: 

whisk, egg flip etc, 

shallow containers, 

bubble mix, table 

5:50 Pony Express 
Cubs in two teams. The fielding team is spread along the hall in two lines 

creating a ‘tunnel’ for the runner team to move down the middle. The 

runner team has one Cub at a time try to carry the token up and back 

without being hit by a bubble. If hit, bob down and the next Cub in the 

team has to try and get to the other end (plus collect the token to carry up 

and back) without being hit. Continue until the whole team have been 

knocked out and swap over. 

Bubble wands and 

blowers for each 

fielder, small item for 

the runner team to 

relay 

6:00 *Bubble Wands 

Cubs use pipe cleaners and straws to create their own bubble wands. 

Demonstrate how to make a 3D bubble wand for pyramids and cubes. 

Pipe cleaners, 

scissors, plastic 

straws 

6:10 Surface Tension 

Dip a straw in the water and place your thumb over top hole to hold the 

liquid in the straw. Lift your thumb to release the drips and fill up each of 

the ‘bubbles’. 

Plastic straws, 

containers of water, 

laminated sheets with 

different sized circles 

6:20 Bubble Art 
Each Cub writes their name on a piece of paper. Use straws to blow into 

the liquid to create lots of bubbles. Gently place paper over the bubbles 

and press down to create a bubble pattern. 

White paper, shallow 

plastic tubs, 

dishwashing liquid, 

blue and green food 

dye, water. 

6:27 Closing Ceremony 

Badge Presentation: Sixers & achievement badges 
 

 

* Can be played outside 

 

Other ideas
Science Level 2 

Mix bubble Colours 

Show how light reflects 

Density of 4 liquids 

Science Level 1 

Bubble Lava Lamp 

 


